
COMS 4419: Internet Technology, Economics and Policy (Fall
2021)

Description

This course provides a broad overview of current technology, economics and policy challenges
in communications, the internet and digital platforms, emphasizing the "why" and "how", as well
as historical connections. The course will rely on primary materials (published papers, white
papers, technical reports, laws and regulations) and draw heavily on the diverse experiences of
the students in the class, whose active participation is expected.

The class will attempt to provide a broad international perspective, with special emphasis on the
United States, Canada and Europe.

The instructor has served in roles at the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and, this
past academic year, as a Technology Fellow in the office of Senator Ron Wyden.

Topics will include:

● Economic foundations of the internet economy: advertising and communication industry
● Overview of Internet technology (how does the Internet work)
● Review of basic principles of micro-economics
● How does the law work?
● A bit of communication history
● The role of communication policy and regulation (Telecom Act, FCC overview)
● Common carriage, significant market power and other regulatory frameworks
● Platforms: definition, impact and regulation
● Protocol and architecture standardization
● The economics of networks and platforms (building networks, natural monopolies, ...)
● Wireless communications: from AM radio to cellular
● Spectrum: properties, allocation and co-existence
● Network neutrality and the Open Internet
● Peering, transit and traffic exchange
● Names, numbers and addresses
● Basic principles of network security
● Internet security challenges: "cybersecurity"
● Internet security challenges: unwanted communication
● Privacy and surveillance
● Content regulation
● Communication for all: enabling technologies for people with disabilities (relay services,

accessibility, CVAA, ...)
● Internet governance: ICANN, ITU and other actors



(Some topics may be omitted depending on time available and class interests.)

The class sessions will combine instructor lectures, guest lectures and discussions.

Prerequisites

General engineering, economics, law or technology background. A programming background is
not required; projects for CS students will typically, but not necessarily, contain programming
components, but others will be able to do a project that reflect their individual academic
backgrounds or work as part of interdisclipinary teams.

Lectures
█████████████

Instructional Staff
Instructor:
Prof. Henning Schulzrinne (virtual office hours Tuesdays, 1 pm ET or by appointment), please
contact at █████████████u before office hours.
Instructional assistants:
Shreeya Jain and Jesse Woo
Instructional assistant office hours:

Shree Jain █████████████

Jesse Woo █████████████

Books

There are no required books. Background material will be provided as needed.

Class Mailing Lists and Other Resources

● Homework assignments are submitted via Courseworks.
● The Courseworks mailing list will be used for announcements.

Grading and Late Policies
25%: Semester project:
A two-person project assigned early in the semester, involving a topic related to the class.
(Projects with one or three team members are possible, with scaled expectations.) The project
includes a report conforming to standard conventions of scientific papers and a 12-minute
presentation, typically at the end of finals week.

http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs
https://courseworks2.columbia.edu/
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/teaching/itep/projects.html


5%: Lecture notes:
A two-person team creates and edits lecture notes for one lecture, to create notes for review
and exam preparation.
25%: Homework assignments:
There will be five writing assignments, assigned roughly every other week that represent real-life
policy writing such as whitepapers, regulatory advocacy and letters to Congressional
representatives.
20%: Midterm:
The midterm is one class period (70 minutes), closed book and notes, no "cheat sheet", blue
book provided, calculator permitted. The midterm will cover all material discussed in the course
up to the week before the exam.
25%: Final:
The final exam is scheduled during the normal final exam time for this class period. The final is 2
hours, closed book, calculator permitted. The final is cumulative and will cover all material
discussed in the course.
0%:
No "extra credit" work.

All homeworks are due by the date and time specified in the assignment (usually one or two
weeks after they are issued). Homework submissions will be electronic, through CourseWorks.
Complete instructions will be given with each homework.

You can submit your assignment multiple times, but the last submission is what counts. Each
submission will be time stamped. Proper submission is your responsibility; we strongly urge you
to make sure you understand the submission process and submit early. You can always submit
again up until the deadline, so we strongly urge you to submit well before the deadline and then
submit again if you have a more updated assignment to submit later.

You are allowed a total of 5 late days for the whole semester, to be used as you wish throughout
the semester. That means you can be five days late for Homework 2 (for example) and turn in
all other assignments on time, or one day late for each of the first five homework assignments,
with no point penalty. Once you have exhausted your five late days, late homeworks will not be
graded at all --- no extensions will be given, except for medical emergencies certified by
University Health Services or a family emergency. Naturally, you may hand in incomplete
assignments for partial credit by the deadline.

Also see the Columbia Policies and Procedures Regarding Academic Honesty.

All students or groups whose assignments are determined to be obviously very similar will
receive a zero on the respective homework assignment for the first offense, and will receive an
F for the course for the second offense ("all" means both the copy-er and copy-ee). More
serious cases of cheating, such as copying someone's work without their knowledge or cheating
on exams, will result in the person cheating receiving an F. In addition, offenses will be reported
to the Dean's office, which may result in further disciplinary action, including suspension or
expulsion from the program. Penalties will be given without discussion or warning; the first

https://ssol.columbia.edu/?tran[1]_tran_name=spex
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/education/honesty


notice you receive may be a letter from the Dean. Note that you are responsible for not leaving
copies of your assignments lying around and for protecting your files accordingly.

Feedback

We would like the course to run smoothly and we'd like you to enjoy the course. Feel free to let
us know what you find good and interesting about the course. Let us know sooner about the
reverse. See us during office hours, leave us a note, or send us email.

Resources
Telecom policy
TPRC is a long-running annual conference where research on topics related to
telecommunications, the Internet, privacy and media is being discussed. Links to earlier
conferences are at the bottom of the page.
The Benton Foundation sends out a daily summary of telecommunications and internet-related
articles.
Economics papers
SSRN is a preprint archive for papers in economics, social sciences and related fields.
BTOP
The BTOP program supported broadband infrastructure, middle mile and digital inclusion
projects. The web site contains reports and case studies.
Advertising, ad blocking
CACM: Overview, ad blocking ethics; Facebook
Satellites
OECD 2017
Digital divide
Speed measurements by state and city; Rural usage; OECD Bridging the rural digital divide
Rural networks
Tennessee rural electric coops; RUS loans and grants; divergence among states
Nudges & behavioral economics
Teles; surge pricing
Competition
Benefits of Competition and Indicators of Market Power

http://www.tprcweb.com/
https://www.benton.org/headlines%22
https://www.ssrn.com/index.cfm/en/
https://www2.ntia.doc.gov/
https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2017/10/221320-internet-advertising/fulltext
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/12/technology/how-facebook-ads-work.html
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/teaching/itep/satellite%20NGA%20OECD%202017.pdf
https://www.cable.co.uk/media-centre/release/new-united-states-broadband-speed-league-unveiled
http://www.telecompetitor.com/rural-youth-technology-survey-17-get-mobile-service-from-a-local-provider/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/852bd3b9-en
http://www.govtech.com/dc/articles/Tennessee-Electrical-Co-Ops-Eager-to-Bridge-Rural-Broadband-Gap.html
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL33816.pdf
https://www.usdish.com/resources/top-states-for-connectivity
https://www.the-american-interest.com/2014/12/10/nudge-or-shove/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/14/upshot/why-surge-prices-make-us-so-mad-what-springsteen-home-depot-and-a-nobel-winner-know.html
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/page/files/20160502_competition_issue_brief_updated_cea.pdf


Note Taking

Since there's no textbook for the class, we will compile our own mini-textbook, using notes from
the lecture. A team of two students takes notes in Google Docs and then adds materials from
the slides or other sources. The TAs will edit the draft. Students should complete the draft for
Mondays by Friday, 5 pm; for Wednesdays, by Monday, 5 pm. Notetaker teams should decide
whether both students will take independent notes and then merge them or, for example, each
take half the lecture.

█████████████

Schedule

The schedule is subject to change, depending on classroom discussion and current events.
Invited speakers may be added and will shift the schedule. Slides, assignments and readings
are found in CourseWorks.

Lectur
e

Day
(M or

W)

Date Topics (tentative) Slides

1 M 9/13 Class overview and logistics; Internet
adoption; industry overview

intro 1-7

2 W 9/15 internet adoption; internet industry
"stack" and structure

intro 8-19

3 M 9/20 industry segments; money routing;
service providers

intro 20-24

4 W 9/22 industry structure; industry evolution;
cable companies; video money routing

intro 25-37

5 M 9/27 video markets; industry changes;
newspaper circulation; news
consumption; newspaper components

intro 37-end;
advertising
1-8

6 W 9/29 newspaper content and revenue;
social media as news

advertising
8-23

7 M 10/04 local journalism; critical inforamtion
needs; media functions; public radio
and television; advertising

advertising
23-32

8 W 10/06 advertising economy; political
advertising

advertising
32-47



9 M 10/11 digital advertising; digital ad
economics; ad targeting

advertising
47-

10 W 10/13 ad targeting; programmatic advertising advertising

11 M 10/18 cookies; advertising privacy advertising

12 W 10/20 internet as infrastructure

13 M 10/25 Midterm

14 W 10/27 technology

no
class

M 11/01 - -

15 W 11/03 technology

16 M 11/08 technology

17 W 11/10 Guest speaker: Bob Cannon (Senior
Counsel, FCC Office of Economic
Analysis)

18 M 11/15 standards

19 W 11/17 infrastructure; rural broadband

20 M 11/22 Guest speaker: Jonathan Levy (FCC
Office of Economic Analysis, retired)

no
class

W 11/24 - -

21 M 11/29 law

22 W 12/01 Guest: Allison Hutchings (Senior
Technologist, Sen. Wyden, United
States Senate)

23 M 12/06 Guest: Harold Feld (Senior VP, Public
Knowledge)

24 W 12/08 Guest: Lisa Hone (National Economic
Council; FCC)

25 M 12/13 Review



P M 12/13,
afternoon/evenin
g

Final project presentations (15 minutes
each, with sign-up) and report

F W 12/22, 9:00-11:30
am

Final exam (final)

Projects and Term Papers

The categories below are approximations - all projects and term papers may include quantitative
analysis, interviews with experts, literature surveys and software development. In all cases, the
relevant literature should be carefully considered and cited.

Any of the projects listed as part of the Datasets and Potential Research Questions 2013 would
likely be suitable as a project.

Sign up
█████████████

Project Plan

Each team must submit a project plan outlining their goals for their project or term paper.

Progress Report

Each project team member should submit one updated progress report as a PDF file once every
two weeks, on Thursday evenings starting two weeks after the project proposal, clearly
indicating the work accomplished in those two weeks as well as any obstacles. There should be
some verifiable signs of progress - "80% complete" is not helpful; "wrote functions to do X (app.
200 LoC)" is better.

Project Presentation

The presentation should be targeted to last no more than 12 minutes, leaving 3 minutes for
questions, for both one-person and group projects. Since talks are back-to-back, we will have to
cut short talks that exceed their time allotment. For most speakers and slide styles, this
translates to (at most) 7-8 slides, including the title slide. For group projects, you can either split
the presentation or designate a single speaker. The former is preferred, to give everyone a
chance to practice. You should consider your talk like a "pitch talk", i.e., get the listener
interested in your project. What problem did you tackle or what area did you investige? Why is

https://registrar.columbia.edu/content/final-exam-schedules
https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-323517A1.pdf
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/teaching/itep/projectplan.html
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/teaching/itep/progressreport.html


this interesting or important? What were you most surprising results? What approaches did not
work well? Briefly, what would be next steps? Please be sure to practice your talk so that you
are sure of timing, content and hand-offs.

See talk hints, and Writing technical articles also links to materials related to talks.

Project Final Report (= Paper)

Project reports are typically 5-10 pages long (in 10 or 11 pt font) and should conform to the
recommendations on writing style and avoid common mistakes. You can include any extensive
graphs or tables as appendices if needed. Use of the IEEE templates is strongly suggested. The
structure in this guidance page should be followed, although it is somewhat less applicable for
analysis and review projects, where a standard "term paper" format is called for. Please ignore
the guidance about page limits and individual project reports - the guidance is from a different
university.

Experiments and Implementation

Some, but not all, of the projects below require computer networking background, e.g., from a
class like CSEE 4119.

Privacy for the Internet of Things or smart TVs:
What kind of data do Internet of Things devices, smart TVs or video devices (Roku, Amazon
Fire, Google TV) exchange with the outside world? Who do they "talk" to? The project requires
knowledge of Wireshark or scapy.
Measuring Internet port blocking:
Most consumer Internet services block some Internet ports, sometimes for historical reasons,
sometimes for security reasons and sometimes for reasons that are less obvious. Develop a tool
that allows a user to test which UDP and TCP ports can be used for both incoming and outgoing
packets, and whether other IP features such as IP options and IPv6 are usable.
Video quality:
How does bandwidth and packet loss affect the video quality of streaming and interactive
applications such as Zoom, WebRTC applications, YouTube, Netflix and Skype? Consider using
a network emulator to simulate various network conditions.
Finding Internet bottlenecks:
When Internet applications suffer from performance problems, it is often difficult to tell whether
the problem is found in the home (Wi-Fi) network, in the first-hop access network (e.g., the
shared cable network), the middle-mile network, the Internet backbone or at the server or CDN.
Develop a tool for either a desktop or mobile OS to estimate where the performance problem is
likely to be found.
Wi-Fi performance:
It is not uncommon that Wi-Fi is slower than LTE. Map the performance of Wi-Fi (e.g., the
Columbia Wi-Fi network) vs. LTE in a geographic area, including indoors, e.g., using the FCC
mobile measurement application.
Wi-Fi congestion:

http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/etc/talk-hints.html
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/etc/writing-style.html
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/etc/writing-style.html
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/etc/writing-bugs.html
https://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/publishing/templates.html
http://hallertau.cs.gsu.edu/~mweeks/project.html


Measure Wi-Fi spectrum usage in the 2.4 and 5.8 GHz bands in various locations in New York
City (or wherever you may want to travel...), both indoors and outdoors. How many stations are
visible on what frequency channels? Where are publicly accessible access points, such as
"Cable Wi-Fi" visible and accessible? Measure the impairment due to interference, i.e., how
much lower throughput is between a mobile device and the base station compared to a "silent"
radio environment.
Internet speed tests:
There are a large number of speed tests available, including from the FCC (Measuring
Broadband America), Ookla (speedtest.net), and Google. For the same network, they often
provide very different results. Compare these approaches and analyze how they measure speed
and latency. Can you explain the differences?
Location measurements:
What is the reliability of handset-provided geographic location data? Build a tool that allows
users to indicate their true location based on a map and compare it to the location provided by
GPS, Wi-Fi or cellular tower data. Explore the reliability systematically, both outdoors and within
a building.
Indoor positioning:
Can you determine the room (apartment, office, ...) you are in by comparing Wi-Fi "fingerprints"?
Can you apply machine learning techniques to the task?
Altitude information:
Many modern smartphones have built-in altimeters based on barometric pressure. Altitude
(elevation) information can be very useful to dispatch first responders after a 911 call. Conduct
experiments that allow you to evaluate the accuracy of this data in various buildings.
Emergency assistance:
How can citizens be better integrated into emergency response activities, e.g., after large-scale
natural disasters? Consider an app that allows citizens to volunteer, be vetted, and then be
dispatched similar to official first responders.
TTY replacement:
People who are Deaf or hard-of-hearing use text-based communication, either directly or via a
relay service. The first text-based communication used TTYs, using analog modems. Architect
and design a system that replaces the outdated TTY technology with an Internet-based system
that can use either a dial-up modem or broadband, but still communicate with relay services (via
IP) and existing analog TTYs (via a gateway).
Speech-to-text meeting summary:
Using recordings or after live participation by citizen reporters, can we auto-transcribe local
government or regulatory meetings and provide summaries, to augment reporting by local
journalists (who may no longer be able to cover every borough or county meeting)?
Ad tracking and cookie permissions:
Many websites allow you to choose whether to accept cookies or select among categories of
cookies. Determine which cookies are affected? Does the loading speed or data volume of the
website change?

Data Analysis
Peering:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_device_for_the_deaf


Using routing and peering data, characterize peering relationships between carriers, content
providers and CDNs. Who peers with whom? Under what conditions?
Robocalls:
I have access to a variety of data sources about robocalls, which may address questions such
as: How many calls pretend to be local? Is this changing over time? Are there distinct
campaigns that wane and wax (e.g., car warranties, electric utility scams, medical insurance)?
Are the same numbers, real or fake, or are numbers being rapidly rotated? Who are the
numbers assigned to? How many such calls are signed (STIR/SHAKEN)?
Broadband metrics:
The FCC now gathers a range of broadband performance indicators that are highly correlated,
e.g., as part of the Measuring Broadband America data set. What is their relationship with each
other? Which of these are independent or dependent variables?
Radio, TV:
Using FCC databases and TVStudy (OET69) software, estimate the number of TV or FM radio
stations that can be received in various places. Provide estimates of population averages by
state and population reach by station. (For example: "The average household in North Dakota
can receive 3.5 TV channels. The average TV station reaches 150,000 households.")
Broadband pricing:
Try to estimate, based on online surveys (e.g., your Facebook or LinkedIn contacts) what they
pay for wireless or wireline Internet connectivity and compare by performance, region and
country.
Consumer expenditures:
Gather all available data on consumer expenditures for telephone, cellular and Internet services,
comparing government data, industry analysis and corporate annual reports. (The BLS
consumer expenditures survey provides some information, but may not map cleanly into current
categories.) Is the data consistent? Can it be compare against other major OECD economies?
How have expenditures changed?
Broadband deployment:
Analyze the FCC Form 477 broadband deployment data to show how connectivity, technology
and bandwidth (speed) have changed over time. How do changes correlate to population
density and household income or other demographic variables? Using the Universal Service
Fund data, how does funding correlate to changes in broadband availability?
Broadband subsidies:
In the United States, both the Federal government and states subsidize broadband and
communication services (mobile phones, mainly). Who benefits - consider rural vs. urban, richer
vs. poorer areas, using data provided by the FCC, Census data and other sources.
Rural electric cooperatives:
Analyze the service territories of rural electric cooperatives. Using the FCC Form 477 data, how
good (or bad) is broadband connectivity in those areas? Has it changed recently?
Network reliability:
Can you determine network outages, both "sunny day" and "rainy day", from the FCC
Measuring Broadband America or ATLAS measurement infrastructure data?
Vaccine misinformation:

https://www.peeringdb.com/
https://www.bls.gov/cex/


Various tropes of vaccine (or, more generally, COVID-19) misinformation seem to ebb and flow
over time. Can one detect such changes? Are they reflected in Google searches, traditional
media coverage or across multiple social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook?

Literature Review and Analysis

The projects below summarize key resources in the topic area. They may involve data, but are
likely to require smaller volumes of data and less advanced statistics. They may also draw on
interviews you conduct with domain experts.

Digital "papers":
Read Carpenter v. United States, United States v. Jones, and Riley v. California and maybe
some lower court cases, summarize how courts are handling search warrants of digital "papers".
How has treatment changed? How do these decisions reflect (or not) the differences between
traditional and digital letters and other personal documents?
Web scraping:
Read Van Buren v. United States and CFAA (about legality of webscraping). Read some of the
amicus opinions. What are the main arguments? What are the equities involved?
FCC Internet privacy rule:
Read regulatory filings for the (now rescinded) FCC internet privacy rule. Evaluate the technical
arguments about CPNI, encryption and the internet.
CLOUD Act:
Summarize the text of the CLOUD Act as well as the opinions on either side.
Social media monitoring:
Do a survey of different police department policies on monitoring social media. (You may need
to contact the police departments public affairs office or search legal cases.)
Transparency report:
Do a survey and data analysis of tech company's transparency reports. What do they cover?
How do they differ in categories and geographic detail? Do they indicate what they do not
disclose? Can you design a template similar to, say, a 10-Q disclosure?
Mergers:
Track data about mergers and acquisitions before and after FIRRMA was passed. How did this
impact foreign M&A?
Media:
For different TV and radio stations (e.g., in the NYC area), determine their programming mix,
e.g., children's programming, local news, advertisements, syndicated programming, ...
Data portability:
For major consumer services for photos, messages, social media posts, address books, and
email (e.g., various Google services, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Whatsapp, Yahoo Mail,
Apple photos and email), can you extract your data, e.g., to move to a new service? How long
does it take? How useful is the data you can extract? Can you import the data (e.g., email or
photos) to another service? Are there tools to help?
Ad blocking:



Among popular websites, e.g., for news, which function well with ad blockers and which fail or
explicitly refuse to provide content?
Content moderation:
What kind of discussion forums, ranking and content moderation do national and local news
sites employ? Is there a way to measure the quality of the discussion? Consider contacting
newspaper staff to gather their experiences.
Rural broadband:
Analyze the cost of deploying fiber in rural areas. What are the cost components, such as
planning, fiber, electronics and construction? How does take-up affect cost and viability? What
are financing models?
Cost of Internet access:
Using bills gathered from (Facebook, LinkedIn, real-life) friends and family, try to evaluate the
typical cost structure of Internet and phone service. How much variation is there for similar
services? How does this compare to the advertised rates?
Communication networks during natural disasters:
Using interviews with residents and public safety officials, as well as various data sources,
describe how well various communication facilities help up during Harvey and Irma, including
land mobile radio ("walkie-talkies"), cellular, landline and Internet access.
Spectrum usage:
Analyze what spectrum is used for, by whom and where, comparing use for categories such as
broadcast, communication and non-communication (radar, medical, industrial) applications.
Spectral efficiency:
Compare the spectral efficiency of FM radio, digital over-the-air (ATSC 3) TV, land-mobile radio
and cellular systems. Consider the encoding of information, the air interface, and how many bits
of content are delivered to users, or how much spectrum it would take to replace a traditional
service such as radio or TV with a cellular service. Note that there is no single definition of
spectral efficiency, so the project should consider existing definitions in the literature and justify
choices.
TV stations:
Investigate whether one could put all TV stations on cable or satellite, either generally or in
more rural areas. How many stations are must-carry vs. retransmission consent? What would
be the costs, potential sources of revenue and benefits?
Cybersecurity:
What are the principal causes of cybersecurity problems? Is there quantitative evidence? What
remedies are likely to reduce the frequency or impact of such events? (Cite research to support
your arguments.)
Cybersecurity:
Consider developing a label similar to a nutrition label or EnergyStar label that gives consumers
basic information about the cybersecurity and privacy of an Internet of Things device or an app.
You should at least informally evaluate your ideas with non-experts, e.g., in interviews or
surveys.


